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“Healthy skin
starts with
believing you
deserve it and
a desire to do
what it takes to
get it.”
Brian Matthys DO,

Do you want healthy skin? Everyone says yes. But how? You
may think “ I have acne, I have sun damage, I like a tan.” But,
all these things can be addressed. The solutions are easy.
1. Wear Sunscreen – a less than 30 second ritual will decrease signs
of aging by 24%. Did you know 90% of wrinkles are due to the sun? This is
an easy way to begin the path to healthy skin. Sunscreen( SPF 30, broad
spectrum) should be worn every morning of the year. Face, neck, hands and
ears. Make it a habit.
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2. Moisturize – A cream for the skin ( including the face) will help make skin
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look and feel great. Even acne prone skin needs moisture because one of
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the causes of acne is skin water loss. You may like a serum moisturizer in the
summer and a cream in the winter. Change your moisturizer for the season!
Sunscreens can easily double as a moisturizer.

3. Acne – Address it early and see a dermatologist! It is less expensive and
more effective in the long run. You will get expert advice that will markedly
exceed your expectations. Over the counter products can help, but an
investment in seeing a dermatologist will pay off for years to come! It might
even save your life.

4. Diet – Moderation, moderation, moderation. Extra sugars and carbs can
cause wrinkles and acne. Hydration is key! The more water you drink, the
better. Certain people are susceptible to the hormones used in foods ( dairy
and meat) so if you notice this, consider organic foods as an option. Pay
attention to diet and your skin. It may make all the difference.

5. Check Your Skin – Looking for changes in moles or anything on the skin
is critical. Skin cancer is more common than all other cancers combined.
Regular use of tanning beds increase the risk of melanoma by 75%! Have a
full skin exam once yearly... it is never too early to start! Healthy skin starts on
your head ( hair) and ends at your toes.

6. Skin Care Products – Invest in good ones. What is good? Something
you love to wear each day that has ‘cosmetic elegance.’ Also, science is
key. Antioxidants used morning and evening can greatly reduce the aged
look of skin. Retinols and retinoids are of huge benefits. If you wouldn’t treat
your blood pressure without advice, than why do the same for your skin? Ask
your dermatologist for the best products available.

7. Control Your Stress – Stress is a decision, a reaction to an event or
events. It makes everything worse including your skin. Acne, wrinkles, dark
circles. All have contributions from stress! Get 8 hours of sleep and manage
your stress with a decision to not be stressed! Your body will love you!
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